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Abstract—The increasing uptake of distributed energy resources
in distribution systems and the rapid advance of technology
have established new scenarios in the operation of low-voltage
networks. In particular, recent trends in cryptocurrencies and
blockchain have led to a proliferation of peer-to-peer (P2P) energy
trading schemes, which allow the exchange of energy between the
neighbors without any intervention of a conventional intermedi-
ary in the transactions. Nevertheless, far too little attention has
been paid to the technical constraints of the network under this
scenario. A major challenge to implementing P2P energy trad-
ing is ensuring network constraints are not violated during the
energy exchange. This paper proposes a methodology based on
sensitivity analysis to assess the impact of P2P transactions on
the network and to guarantee an exchange of energy that does
not violate network constraints. The proposed method is tested
on a typical U.K. low-voltage network. The results show that our
method ensures that energy is exchanged between users under
the P2P scheme without violating the network constraints, and
that users can still capture the economic benefits of the P2P
architecture.

Index Terms—Peer-to-peer energy trading, local market,
distribution grid, smart grids, distributed energy resources,
blockchain.

NOMENCLATURE

T Set of all time-slots t.
H Set of all households.
B Set of all buyers.
S Set of all sellers.
N Set of all nodes i in the network.
E Set of distribution lines connecting the nodes in the

network.
x+/− Electrical power flowing from/to grid.
s+/− Import and export tariffs.
πb Bid price of buyer b.
πs Ask price of seller s.
σb Quantity of energy to purchase by buyer b.
σs Quantity of energy to supply by seller s.
Cc

i Marginal benefit of consumer c.
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Cp
i Marginal cost of prosumer p.

Pc
i Real power consumption of consumer c.

Pp
i Real power generation of prosumer p.

Lmin Minimum value of bidding offers.
Lmax Maximum value of bidding offers.
�

ij
kl Power transfer distribution factor of line (k, l) due to

changes in nodes i and j.
�kl Injection shift factor of a line connecting nodes k and

l.
Ploss Active power losses.
BECij Bilateral exchange coefficient due to a bilateral trans-

action between nodes i and j.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ROLE of distributed energy resources (DERs)
characterizes the future of electrical power systems.

Photovoltaic (PV) panels, battery storage systems, smart appli-
ances and electric vehicles are some of the resources that
allow traditional domestic consumers to become prosumers.
In fact, end-users can already undertake control actions to
manage their consumption and generation. This context has
introduced new opportunities and challenges to power systems.
Local energy trading between consumers and prosumers is one
of the new scenarios of growing importance in the domain of
distribution networks. Local distribution markets have been
proposed as means of efficiently managing the uptake of
DERs [1], [2]. This involves the creation of new roles and
market platforms that allow the active participation of end-
users and the direct interaction between them. This scenario
brings potential benefits for the grid and users, by facilitating:
(i) the efficient use of demand-side resources, (ii) the local bal-
ance of supply and demand, as well as (iii) opportunities for
users to receive economic benefits through sharing and using
clean and local energy.

Given this context, a decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) archi-
tecture has been proposed to implement local energy trading.
Unlike to the traditional scheme, under a P2P scheme, pro-
sumers can trade their energy surplus with neighboring users.
Currently, the implementation of decentralized market plat-
forms is possible due to new advances in information and
communication technology, such as blockchain and other dis-
tributed ledger technologies (DLTs), which support transparent
and decentralized transactions. Many studies have already
considered DLTs as the base of their P2P energy trading
platforms [3], [4]. For example, [5] proposed a P2P energy
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trading model for electrical vehicles, showing the potential
of blockchain to enhance cybersecurity on the P2P transac-
tions. Similarly, the work in [6] demonstrates the benefits of
a blockchain-based microgrid energy market using smart con-
tracts. Additionally, commercial P2P trading pilots projects
have also been implemented recently. Most of these create a
cryptocurrency that is used to trade energy between users.1

However, electricity exchange is different from any other
exchange of goods. Residential users are part of an elec-
tricity network, which imposes hard technical constraints on
the energy exchange. Completely decentralized energy trad-
ing, without any coordination, compromises the operation
of the network within its technical limits. Therefore, physi-
cal network constraints must be included in energy trading
models.

Despite the importance of the technical constraints, so far
they have attracted little attention. The work in [3] introduces
the application of the blockchain technology for energy trading
as well as for technical operation. Although the variation in
power losses due to the energy exchanges is evaluated, the
impacts of each transaction on voltage and network capacity
issues are not considered, which can result in the violation
of network voltage and capacity constraints. More recently,
works like that of [6] and [7] used decomposition techniques
to solve an optimal power flow in a distributed fashion for P2P
energy trading. In a similar context, an alternative approach
to account for network constraints and attribution of network
usage cost is proposed in [8]. A transactive control method to
integrate DERs into the grid is also studied in [9], where the
congestion and voltage violations are evaluated. Nevertheless,
there are still some elements of debate such as the market
framework, and how external cost due to the power exchange
and network coupling constraints (from the AC power flow)
can be associated with the transactions.

In response to this shortcoming, in this paper, we extend
the existing P2P energy trading scheme by explicitly taking
into account the underlying network constraints at the distri-
bution level. All transactions have to be validated during the
bidding process, based on the network condition. Moreover,
each transaction will be charged with the extra costs associ-
ated with the physical energy exchanged (i.e., due to losses).
To our knowledge, this is the first model that integrates decen-
tralized P2P energy trading with network constraints. Previous
research either only focused on the DLTs technologies or did
not consider the network constraints.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We illustrate the importance of including network con-

straints in the models of P2P trading to prevent voltage
and capacity problems in the network;

• We propose a novel methodology based on sensitivity
analysis to assess the impact of the transactions on the
network and to internalize the external cost associated
with the energy exchange;

1Examples of DLTs in P2P energy trading include PowerLedger
(https://powerledger.io), Enosi (https://enosi.io) and LO3 Energy
(https://lo3energy.com).

Fig. 1. Model of information flows and physical links between households
under a P2P scheme.

• We present the benefits that P2P trading under network
constraints may bring to power systems and end-users,
by comparing our method with other strategies proposed
to prevent upcoming LV network issues;

• We demonstrate a specific implementation of our method-
ology for P2P energy trading, comprising consumers and
prosumers, which shows that our method is feasible and
thereby appropriate for P2P energy trading schemes.

The paper progresses as follows: The next section introduces
pertinent concepts from the implementation of P2P energy
trading, and illustrates why network constraints must be con-
sidered. This is followed by a description of the methodology
in Section III. Section IV summarizes the trading mechanism
scheme that the case study of this paper builds on. Section V
presents the model of the case study and simulation results,
and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let R denote the set of real numbers, and C complex num-
bers. For a scalar, vector, or matrix A, A′ denotes its transpose
and A∗ its complex conjugate. The P2P scheme adopted is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The information flows between peers
in a decentralized manner. As such, every peer can interact
through financial flows with the others. It should be noted
that the interaction channels (e.g., DLTs) are separate from
the physical links. The P2P scheme is composed of H house-
holds agents, which are interacting among themselves over a
decision horizon T := {τ, τ +�τ, . . . , τ + T −�τ } (typically
one day) consisting of T time-slots. Specifically, the network
comprises a set of nodes N := {0, 1, 2, . . . , N}. We index the
nodes in N by i = 0, 1, . . . , N.

A. Problem Description

We consider a smart grid system for a P2P energy trad-
ing in a low-voltage (LV) network under a decentralized
scheme. This paper considers the interaction of residential
users through an online platform. Users can sell and buy
energy to/from their neighbors or a retailer. We consider this
a realistic assumption since currently there are pilot projects
based on this concept, and it does not interfere with exist-
ing institutional arrangements (retail).2 A general P2P scheme

2Examples of pilot projects include Decentralized Energy Exchange
(deX) Project, available at https://arena.gov.au/projects/decentralised-energy-
exchange-dex/; and White Gum Valley energy sharing trial, available at
https://westernpower.com.au/energy-solutions/projects-and-trials/white-gum-
valley-energy-sharing-trial/.
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is a method by which households interact directly with other
households. Users are self-interested and have complete con-
trol of their energy used (different to centralized direct load
control structures, in which some entity may have control of
some appliances).

Let H = {1, 2, . . . , H} be the set of all households in the
local grid. The time is divided into time slots t ∈ T , where
T = {1, 2, . . . , T} and T is the total number of time slots. The
set of all households H is composed of the union of two sets:
consumers P and prosumers C (i.e., H = P ∪ C). We assume
that all households are capable of predicting their levels of
demand and generation for electrical energy for a particular
time slot t. Specifically, we assume consumers bid in the mar-
ket based on their demand profiles. As such, a demand profile
is not divided into tasks or device utilization patterns, so that
is the demand levels represent the total energy consumption
over time. Prosumers are classified into two types. Type 1
prosumers include those which have only PV systems; Type 2
includes prosumers which have PV systems, battery storage
and home energy management systems (HEMS). Prosumers
have two options to sell their energy surplus: (i) they can sell
to the retailer and receive a payment for the amount of energy
(e.g., feed-in tariff), or (ii) they can sell on the local market to
consumers who participate in the P2P energy trading process.

B. Household Agent Model

A household h ∈ H uses dh
t units of electrical energy in slot

t. Likewise, a household h ∈ H has wh
t units of energy surplus

in slot t. The total quantity of electrical energy purchased in
a slot t is given by x+

t , and its price is denoted by s+
t . The

total energy consumption x+
t includes the amount of electrical

energy purchased from the grid and from the local market.
Similarly, the quantity of electrical energy sold in a slot t is
given by x−

t , and its price is denoted by s−
t . While the energy

surplus of Type 1 prosumers in P comes entirely from the
PV system, each prosumer Type 2 in P uses its HEMS to
optimize its self-consumption, considering their demand and
energy surplus by solving the following mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) problem [10]:

minimize
x∈X

∑

t∈T
(s+

t x+
t − s−

t x−
t ) (1)

s.t. device operation constraints,

energy balance constraints, ∀t ∈ T ,

where X is the set of decision variables {x+
t , x−

t }. State vari-
ables in the model are s+

k and s−
t . The former is associated with

the price of energy in time slot t, and the latter with the incen-
tive received for the contribution to the grid. In other words, s+

t
and s−

t are related to import tariffs (e.g., flat, time-of-use) or
export tariffs (e.g., feed-in-tariff). The outcome of this process
provides net load profiles for users with HEMS. After their
self-optimisation, prosumers can export their energy surplus
to the grid.

C. Network Model

We consider a radial distribution network G(N , E), consist-
ing of a set of nodes N and a set of distribution lines (edges) E

connecting these nodes. Using the notation of the branch flow
model [11], we index the nodes by i = 0, 1, . . . , N, where the
root of our radial network (Node 0) represents the substation
bus, and it is considered as the slack bus. The other nodes in
N represent branch nodes.

Denote a line in E by the pair (i, j) of nodes it connects,
where j is closer to the feeder 0. We call j the parent of i,
denote by ς(i), and call i the child of j. Denote the child set
of j as δ(j) := {i : (i, j) ∈ E}. Thus, a link (i, j) can be denoted
as (i, ς(i)).

For each line (i, ς(i)) ∈ E , let Iij be the complex cur-
rent flowing from nodes i to ς(i), let Zij = Rij + iXij be the
impedance of the edge, and Sij = Pij + iQij be the complex
power flowing from nodes i to ς(i). On each node i ∈ N ,
let Vi be the complex voltage, and Si = Pi + iQi be the net
complex power injection. Define vi := |Vi|2. We assume the
complex voltage V0 at the feeder root node is given and fixed.
Let V = [v1, . . . , vN] be the concatenation of voltage vectors
in all nodes in the network.

D. Local Energy Trading Under Network Constraints

In this subsection, we illustrate the importance of consid-
ering the physical network constraints in the trading models,
while Section III provides the description of our methodology.

Many studies in local energy trading have avoided
consideration of network constraints to facilitate their
modeling [12]–[15]. Given that residential users are connected
to LV distribution systems, it is necessary to assess the
impacts due to the exchange process. Active participation of
households without any control could cause network issues
such as overvoltage and reverse flows tripping protection
equipment [16].

For example, let us assume that a group of end-users in a
particular LV network participates in P2P energy trading with-
out considering the network constraints in their trading mech-
anism, and the energy traded is supplied by non-dispatchable
generation such as PV systems. Based on the probabilistic
impact assessment methodology proposed in [16], we evalu-
ated the voltage issues at different levels of PV penetrations.
Fig. 2 shows the percentage of households with voltage prob-
lems (overvoltage) at different levels of PV penetration. For
this feeder, in the worst case, problems start at a penetration of
20% when the size of the PV systems is between 5 kW and 7
kW. The situation is better with smaller PV sizes. Nevertheless,
voltage issues are experienced in all cases. Fig. 3 illustrates
the impact of PV penetration using different types of conduc-
tors in the network, showing the voltage issues may be worst
for networks with greater resistance values. Throughout the
day (Fig. 3), the most critical situation happens around mid-
day (peak of PV generation). Similarly, the situation is worst
when there are more prosumers in the network.

Given this context, many strategies have been proposed to
prevent the approaching LV network issues. While some meth-
ods leave the responsibility to the distribution system operator
(DSO; e.g., grid reinforcement, and active transformers with
on-load-tap changers [17], [18].), other strategies consider the
direct participation of end-users. For example, PV generation
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Fig. 2. Percentage of households with voltage problems.

Fig. 3. Percentage of households with voltage problems in one day - Under
different resistance values and number of prosumers (R1 < R2 < R3).

can be curtailed proportionally to avoid voltage problems using
a dynamic curtailment method,APC. This method brings bene-
fits to weak nodes which could be highly restricted due to their
location in the network, but requires designing a cost-sharing
model among prosumers to guarantee fair conditions in the
curtailment. In contrast, we show that local energy markets
can efficiently allocate the energy surplus, and enable mutual
benefits for distribution system operator and all users.

Apart from network issues, technical constraints also influ-
ence market efficiency. Since there are external costs asso-
ciated with power flows, those externalities could represent
a barrier to efficient markets. Those extra costs could be
internalized in the trading offers of agents. A principled
way of addressing the problem of DER dispatch subject to
network constraints is to use distribution optimal power flow
(DOPF) [20], which is formulated as follows:

maximize
Pc

i ,P
p
i

∑

i∈N /0

Cc
i Pc

i −
∑

i∈N
Cp

i Pp
i (2)

s.t. power flow constraints,

power balance constraints, and

DER operational constraints,

where Cc
i is the marginal benefit of consumers, Cp

i is the
marginal cost of prosumers, Pc

i is the real power consumption,
and Pp

i is the real power generation.
DOPF produces distribution locational marginal prices

(DLMPs) which can be used to attribute the network cost
to the market. In doing so, a central entity (e.g., DSO)
solves the optimization problem across the scheduling horizon
with the goal of minimizing the total cost of supplying power
to the consumers subject to network constraints. As a result,
real power losses, and (binding) capacity and voltage con-
straints result in DLMPs being different across the network.
Conceptually, DOPF is the same as the optimal power flow
(OPF) problem used in the wholesale market.

Fig. 4. A simple distribution network.

The DOPF implementation is however riddled with techni-
cal and market design barriers. First, the number of market
agents (consumers) is significantly larger than in the conven-
tional OPF problem so that a centralized DOPF computation
can be challenging if not intractable. To this end, distributed
optimization approaches have been considered [21], [22] to
ensure scalability. Next, the problem decomposition needs to
be done at a household level to preserve consumers preroga-
tive and privacy [23], [24]. Finally, household consumption
patterns are stochastic, so proper mechanisms are required
to ensure that the customers follow the allocated power pro-
files [23], [25], [26]. Second, a DOPF implementation would
require a complete redesign of the tariff structures, so it cannot
be easily incorporated into the existing market framework.

A viable alternative to the DOPF approach which obvi-
ates many of the above challenges is decentralized P2P.
However, a successful P2P approach needs to obey the network
constraints, as discussed next.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we propose a methodology to implement P2P
energy trading under network constraints with self-interested
agents. This situation is similar to the bilateral trading in a
power system. Fig. 4 illustrates the situation where a user
located at Bus 4 has purchased energy from the prosumer
located at Bus 3. This implies physical changes in the power
flows through the lines in the network. Hence, our aim is to
estimate the impact of the injection and absorption of that
amount of power on the grid.

The methodology proposed in this work embeds analytically
derived sensitivity coefficients to guarantee bilateral transac-
tions as well as internalizing the external costs associated with
the power flows. Specifically, we incorporate three factors in
the market mechanism:

• Voltage Sensitivity Coefficients (VSCs): Through VSCs,
we can estimate the variation in the voltages as a function
of the power injections in the network;

• Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs): These
reflect the changes in active power line flows due to an
exchange of active power between two nodes;

• Loss Sensitivity Factors (LSFs): These reflect the portion
of system losses due to power injections in the network.

A. Voltage Sensitivity Coefficients Formulation

The traditional approach to obtain the VSCs is to use
the Jacobian matrix after solving the Newton-Raphson power
flow [27]:

J =
[

∂P
∂|V|

∂P
∂θ

∂Q
∂|V|

∂Q
∂θ

]
, (3)
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where P and Q are the vectors of real and reactive nodal
injections, and θ and V are the vectors of voltage angles and
magnitudes. Calculating the inverse of the Jacobian at a given
operating point gives an idea of the voltage changes (�Vi) due
to changes in power injections (�Pi, �Qi) as follows:

�Vi =
(

∂Vi

∂Pi

)
�Pi +

(
∂Vi

∂Qi

)
�Qi. (4)

However, running a full load power flow every time the state
of the network changes may not be feasible or tractable.
Therefore, in our study, we use the analytical derivation of
VSCs proposed in [28]. In doing so, we use the so-called com-
pound admittance matrix. The relation of the power injection
and bus voltages is given by3:

S∗
i = V∗

i

∑

j∈N
YijVj i ∈ N . (5)

To obtain VSCs, the partial derivatives of the voltages with
respect to the active power Pk of a Bus k ∈ N /0 are computed.
The partial derivatives with respect to active power satisfy the
following system of equations:

1{i=k} = ∂V∗
i

∂Pk

∑

j∈N
YijVj + V∗

i

∑

j∈N /0

Yij
∂Vj

∂Pk
. (6)

Although this system is not linear over complex components,
it is linear with respect to ∂Vi

∂Pk
and

∂V∗
i

∂Pk
, therefore it is lin-

ear over real numbers with respect to rectangular coordinates.
Moreover, it has a unique solution, and can be used to com-
pute the partial derivatives. Once they are obtained, the partial
derivatives of the voltage magnitude are expressed as:

∂|Vi|
∂Pk

= 1

|Vi|Re

(
V∗

i
∂Vi

∂Pk

)
, (7)

�|Vi| = �Pk

|Vi| Re

(
V∗

i
∂Vi

∂Pk

)
. (8)

Voltage changes can therefore be calculated based on the
power changes in specific buses of the network.

B. Power Transfer Distribution Factors

Since the exchange of energy involves power flow through
physical routes, PTDFs can give an idea of the sensitivity
of the active power flow with respect to various variables.
Specifically, the injection shift factor (ISF) quantifies the redis-
tribution of power through each branch following a change in
generation or load on a particular bus. It reflects the sensitivity
of a flow through a branch with respect to changes in gener-
ation or load. Once we obtain the ISFs, we can calculate the
PTDFs, which capture the variation in the power flows with
respect to the injection in Bus i and a withdrawal of the same
amount at Bus j [29], [30].

In order to calculate the ISFs, we use the reduced nodal
susceptance matrix. The ISF of a branch (k, l) ∈ E (assume
positive real power flow from Bus k to l measured at Bus k)
with respect to Bus i ∈ N , which we denote by � i

kl, is the lin-
ear approximation of the sensitivity of the active power flow in

3Complex conjugate numbers are denoted with a star above (e.g., V∗).

branch (k, l) with respect to the active power injection at Bus i
with the location of the slack bus specified and all other quan-
tities constant. Suppose Pi varies by a small amount, �Pi, and
let �Pi

kl be the change in the active power flow in branch (k, l)
(measured at Bus k) resulting from �Pi. Then, it follows that:

� i
kl := ∂Pkl

∂Pi
≈ �Pi

kl

�Pi
. (9)

To calculate these values, we use an approximation of the
network equations. Let B̃ = diag{bkl}, which is a diago-
nal matrix whose entries are bkl, the susceptance of branch
(k, l). Also, denote the branch-to-node incidence matrix by
A = [ . . . , akl, . . . ]′, where akl ∈ R

n is a vector in which the
kth entry is 1 and the lth entry is -1. Then, by using the DC
approximations, we arrive at the expression:

�Pkl ≈ B̃klAB−1�P, (10)

where B̃kl is the row in B̃ corresponding to branch (k, l), and
B = A′B̃A. Denote �kl = [�1

kl, . . . , �
i
kl, . . . , �

N
kl ]

′, then the
model-based linear sensitivity factors for branch (k, l) with
respect to active power injections at all buses are given by:

�kl = B̃klAB−1. (11)

Once the ISFs are obtained, we compute PTDFs. A PTDF,
�

ij
kl, provides the sensitivity of the active power flow in branch

(k, l) with respect to an active power transfer of a given amount
of power, �Pij, from Bus i to j. The PTDF for a branch (k, l)
with respect to an injection at a Bus i that is withdrawn at a
Bus j is calculated directly from the ISFs as follows:

�
ij
kl = � i

kl − �
j
kl, (12)

where � i
kl and �

j
kl are the line flow sensitivities in branch

(k, l) with respect to injections at Buses i and j, respectively.

C. Loss Sensitivity Factors

We derived the LSFs using a similar approach to the use
above. The term for the LSF is given by [31]:

∂Ploss

∂Pk
= 2Re

[
V∗TG

∂V
∂Pk

]
, (13)

where the partial derivatives are obtained from (6), and G
is the conductance matrix. In order to assign losses associ-
ated to a changes in the power, we consider the approach
to attribute losses to bilateral exchanges. For example, in the
bilateral exchange in Fig. 4, there is a bilateral exchange from
Bus 3 to Bus 4. The terms ∂Ploss

∂Pi
and ∂Ploss

∂Pj
are the loss sensitiv-

ities with respect to power injection at bus i and to power out
at Bus j respectively. Then the bilateral exchange coefficient
(BEC) is defined as follows:

BECij = ∂Ploss

∂Pi
− ∂Ploss

∂Pj
. (14)

The bilateral exchange coefficient (BEC) can be used to
associate the losses due to a bilateral transaction [32].

An overview of the methodology is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Overview of the methodology. Modules to calculate: (i) VSCs,
(ii) PTDFs, and (iii) LSFs.

D. Illustrative Example

We present a simple example case to illustrate how a
bilateral transaction is associated with real power losses, con-
gestion and voltage constraints. We consider a simple five
node model shown in Fig. 4, and we apply the methodology
explained in this section. We assume that the prosumer at Node
3 wants to exchange energy with the consumer at Node 4. That
is, an amount of power injected at Node 3 (�P3) and is with-
drawn at Node 4 (�P4). From this transaction, we can obtain
the following parameters:

• Voltage variations caused by the transaction can be esti-
mated using VSCs and (8). The transaction will not be
allowed if it causes voltage issues in the network.

• The PTDFs values, (�34
01,�

34
12,�

34
23,�

34
14), are calculated

to evaluate the utilization rate of the lines based on the
transaction. These values can be used to assign conges-
tion charges. As such, agents will pay a charge for using
the physical network. Moreover, PTDFs can be used to
estimate the congestion in the lines.

• The total system losses caused by the transaction are cal-
culated using the VSCs and (13) and (14). Therefore,

agents involved in the transaction will be responsible
for paying an extra cost due to the losses caused using
coefficient BEC34.

These elements allow us to evaluate the impact of each
transaction in the network, and they can be used to incor-
porate more properties to the model. For example, since
users will have to pay the extra cost due to congestion and
losses, users will tend to prefer to exchange energy with the
closest ones.

IV. TRADING MARKET MECHANISM

The market mechanism for a P2P energy trading devel-
oped in this paper builds on our previous work [12]. There
are three components to our market mechanism: (i) a contin-
uous double auction (CDA), (ii) the agents’ bidding strate-
gies, and (iii) the network permission structure, as described
below.

A. Continuous Double Auction

A CDA matches buyers and sellers in order to allocate a
commodity. It is widely used, including in major stock markets
like the NYSE. A CDA is a simple market format that matches
parties interested in trading, rather than holding any of the
traded commodity itself. This makes it very well suited for P2P
exchanges. It should be noted that in CDAs comprising bidders
with rational goals (i.e., participants only trade at a profit),
trades are always Pareto-improving. That is, the CDA moves
towards an allocation that is Pareto efficient. As such, the CDA
tends towards a highly efficient allocation of commodities [33].
In more detail, a CDA comprises:

• A set of buyers B, where each b ∈ B defines its trading
price πb and the amount of energy to purchase σb.

• A set of sellers S, where each s ∈ S defines its trading
price πs and the amount of energy to sell σs.

• An order book, with bids ob(b, πb, σb, t), made
by buyers B, and asks os(s, πs, σs, t), made by
sellers S.

Pseudo-code of the matching process in a CDA is given
in Algorithm 1. A CDA is run for each time slot separately.
Any intertemporal couplings that arise on a customer’s side
from using batteries or loads with long minimum operating
times are not passed up to the market clearing entity. Once
the market is open, arriving orders are queued in the order
book for trades during a fixed interval td (lines 2-8), which
is limited by the start time tst

d and the trading end time tend
d

(i.e., tend
d = tst

d + td). During the trading period, orders are
submitted for buying or selling units of electrical energy in
time-slot t. At the end of the trading period, the market closes,
thereby no more offers are received. We assume the orders
arrive according to a Poisson process with mean arrival rate
λ. The current best bid (ask) is the earliest bid (ask) with the
highest (lowest) price. A bid and an ask are matched when the
price of a new bid (ask) is higher than or equal to the price of
the best ask o∗

s (s
∗, π∗

s , σ ∗
s , t∗) (the best bid o∗

b(b
∗, π∗

b , σ ∗
b , t∗))

in the order book (line 9). However, if a new bid (ask) is
not matched, then it is added to the order book, recording its
arrival time and price. Note that after matching, an order may
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Algorithm 1 Matching Process in a CDA With ZIP Traders
1: while market is open do
2: randomly select a new ZIP trader
3: if buyer then
4: new ob(b, πb, σb, t)
5: else
6: new os(s, πs, σ s, t)
7: end if
8: allocate a new order in the order book

	 Evaluate matching process with best bid and ask
9: if π∗

b ≥ π∗
s then

10: clear orders o∗
b and o∗

s at a price πt and amount σt
11: end if

	 Update values of profit margins
	 Buyers

12: if the last order was matched at price πt then
13: all buyers for which πb ≥ πt , raise their margins;
14: if the last trader was a seller then
15: any active buyer for which πb ≤ πt ,
16: lower its margin;
17: end if
18: else
19: if the last trader was a buyer then
20: any active buyer for which πb ≤ πt ,
21: lower its margin;
22: end if
23: end if

	 Sellers
24: if the last order was matched at price πt then
25: all sellers for which πs ≤ πt , raise their margins;
26: if the last trader was a buyer then
27: any active seller for which πs ≥ πt ,
28: lower its margin;
29: end if
30: else
31: if the last trader was a seller then
32: any active seller for which πs ≥ πt ,
33: lower its margin;
34: end if
35: end if
36: end while

be only partially covered. If this is the case, it will remain at
the top of the order book waiting for a new order. This process
is executed continually during the trading period as new asks
and bids arrive.

B. Bidding Strategies

Conventionally, market participants (buyers and sellers)
define their asks and bids based on their preferences and
the associated costs. The HEMS act as agents for the cus-
tomers, and are continually responding to new stochastic
information. As such, they appear very unpredictable from
the outside. Moreover, because the market is thin, this can
produce large swings in available energy and prices. In this
context, constructing an optimal bidding strategy is futile,
but simple bidding heuristics are still valuable. In particu-
lar, in our study the agents are zero intelligence plus (ZIP)
traders [12], [34]. ZIP traders use an adaptive mechanism
which can give performance very similar to that of human
traders in stock markets. Agents have a profit margin which
determines the difference between their limit prices and their
asks or bids. Under this strategy, traders adapt and update their
margins based on the matching of previous orders (lines 12-23
for buyers and lines 24-35 for sellers). Indeed, the participation

Fig. 6. Schematic of the P2P trading under network constraints.

of ZIP traders in a CDA allows us to assess the economic ben-
efits of the market separate from that of a particular bidding
strategy. Specifically, ZIP traders are subject to a budget con-
straint (Lmax and Lmin are the maximum and minimum price
respectively) which forbids the trader to buy or sell at a loss.
Then, buyers and sellers select their bids or asks uniformly at
random between these limits.

C. Network Permission Structure

The outline of the mechanism is presented in Fig. 6. A
third party entity (e.g., DSO) validates the transactions using
a network permission structure based on the network’s features
and sensitivity coefficients. Every time one ask and one bid
are matched, voltage variation and line congestion are eval-
uated. All households receive a signal (φh) which informs
them if they can still participate in the market without causing
problems in the network. For instance, one prosumer could be
blocked from injecting power into the grid at a certain time due
to the high risk of causing voltage problems in the network.
This is achieved using the VSCs and PTDFs. If the transac-
tion is approved, the extra cost associated with the network
constraints are allocated to the users involved in the matched
transaction.

Importantly, power curtailment is implicitly incorporated in
the trading. Thus, this method may bring extra benefits in com-
parison to others curtailment methods. For example, users at
the worst node location still have the opportunity to participate
if their order can be matched and if the mechanism allows
the trade. This improves the efficiency by allowing greater
participation of consumers and a better reflect of network
conditions.

V. SYSTEM MODEL - CASE STUDY

Our study is focused on a LV network with a high DERs
penetration. The group of households is constituted by con-
sumers and prosumers (Type 1 and Type 2) defined in Section
II. There are three components to our model: the local power
network, the customers and the market for trading energy, as
defined above.

A. Implementation: Test Network

We consider a smart grid system for energy trading at
a local level. The methodology is applied to the U.K. LV
network shown in Fig. 7, comprising one feeder and 100 sin-
gle phase households. The simulations are carried out with
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Fig. 7. Topology of the studied LV network. The black squares, the green
point and the red triangle in the topology, represent the location of households,
the CES, and the transformer, respectively.

T = 24 hours, �τ = 15 minutes and up to 100 agents.
There are 50 consumers and 50 prosumers, 40 for Type 1
(PV) and 10 for Type 2 (PV, battery and HEMS). Each
household has a stochastic load consumption profile, with
load profiles using the tool presented in [35]. Similarly, PV
profiles are generated considering sun irradiance data, cap-
turing the sunniest days in order to evaluate the method on
the most challenging yet realistic scenarios. We assume that
all prosumers have a PV system with installed capacity of
5.0 kWp. Each Type 2 households has a battery of 3 kW
and 10 kWh.

Additionally, there is one community electricity storage
(CES) of 25 kW and 50 kWh operated by the retailer. In
particular, the operation objective of the CES is to apply
peak shaving during peak load hours. The CES strategy is
to buy only the energy to charge in the P2P market to
other prosumers around midday (when there are low rates
and a high number of prosumers with energy surplus) and
resell the energy during peak demand hours to the con-
sumers. Like the prosumers behavior, the CES is modeled as a
ZIP trader.

We define the price constraints Lmax and Lmin based on
the values of import and export electricity tariffs through the
day. Lmax depends on the time-of-use tariff (ToU) and Lmin
on the feed-in-tariff (FiT). These definitions are consistent in
the sense that no buyer would pay more than the tariff of a
retailer (ToU), and no seller would sell their units cheaper
than the export tariff (FiT). In summary, the process of our
model is:

1) The HEMS minimizes a prosumer’s costs by solving
problem (1), using a mixed-integer linear program.

2) Prosumers state the time-slots when they have extra
energy to trade.

3) The bidding strategies for the market participants are
initialized, using their load and generation profiles and
tariffs, and the market is opened.

4) Every time an ask and a bid are matched, the network
conditions are evaluated. The market remains open as
long as the network constraints are respected.

5) Agents accept the number of units to be exchanged and
their prices.

B. Scenarios’ Description

Since our interest is to evaluate our methodology and
to show the benefits of P2P energy trading under network
constraints, two scenarios are evaluated.

1) Scenario I: The first scenario is based on the methodol-
ogy introduced in this paper. Users participate in P2P trading.
The matching process between asks and bids in the P2P mar-
ket promotes the local balance of demand and generation of
end-users. In this case, a market rule allows the prosumers to
supply their energy surplus until the total demand, including
the energy required by the CES, is covered.

2) Scenario II: In this case, prosumers are allowed to inject
more energy into the grid as long as that does not cause any
voltage or capacity problems in the network. Since curtailment
methods are commonly used to prevent LV network issues in
a high PV penetration, we considered them as a benchmark in
this scenario. As such, we compared our scheme with other
curtailment methods to illustrate the benefits of the local mar-
kets and the extra benefits of power curtailment functionality.
Specifically, the four schemes to compare are:

• Local Market P2P (P2P): The methodology introduced
in this paper.

• Reduce Capacity (Red. Cap): A static active power cur-
tailment method. All users can export only a limited
power to the grid. In this case, all prosumers can export
≤ 3 kW. This value is chosen based on an impact assess-
ment study of this particular network. It ensures the
network constraints are not violated.

• Tripping: The standard approach where an inverter oper-
ates until it reaches the maximum voltage limit. Then, the
inverter protection shuts it down.

• Droop-Based Active Curtailment (APC-OLP): A dynamic
active power curtailment method. Inverters are controlled
with a droop-based active power curtailment method
(APC). The droop parameters of the inverters are dif-
ferent so that the output power losses (OPL) are shared
equally among all prosumers [19].

For the three benchmark schemes, households buy energy
at the ToU rate and sell at the FiT value. Each scheme is
simulated using OpenDSS software. We consider a daily sim-
ulation mode using the same input data for all schemes. The
operation settings of PV systems is modified depending on the
features of each scheme (e.g., 3 kW is the maximum power
to export to the grid in Red.Cap case).

C. Scenario I Results

Fig. 8 shows the average transaction price (ATP) and the
amount of energy purchased from the grid or in the P2P mar-
ket during one day. The transaction prices remain in the range
of ToU and FiT rates because of the ZIP limits Lmax and
Lmin. Hence, both prosumers and consumers obtain monetary
benefits by participating in P2P trading. Most of the energy
is traded during 8:00 and 14:00. During that time, there is
an excess of energy due to PV generation. Notably, there is
a peak of energy sold in the market around 11 am because
of the charging strategy of the CES. There is some energy
traded after 18:00 due to the CES and the prosumers who kept
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Fig. 8. (top) Average transaction prices, and (bottom) demand and generation
levels in Scenario I.

Fig. 9. Histogram of voltages at users’ nodes - number of occurrences in
one day period at a certain voltage [pu] in Scenario I.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TOTAL EXPENSES AND INCOMES IN SCENARIO I

some energy in the battery. Once the peak time ends (20:00),
the ZIP maximum limit (Lmax) is low. As a consequence,
no prosumers submit any new asks to trade in the market.
Moreover, in this case, when the total energy surplus from
prosumers is greater than the total demand of consumers (e.g.,
around midday), some prosumers (those who do not match
their asks with consumers’ bids) have to curtail their power
generation.

Fig. 9 presents a histogram of voltages at all users’ nodes
during one day of simulation. There are no cases of over-
voltage. The voltages varied between 0.945 pu and 1.022 pu.
Around 55% of the voltages are between 0.99 pu and 1 pu. As
such, all exchanges respect the network constraints, and the
external costs were attributed among the households involved
in each transaction.

Finally, Table I compares the total expenses and incomes of
all households during one day. Without the P2P trading, end-
users buy energy at the ToU rate and sell it at the FiT value.
In contrast, with P2P, the transaction prices are discovered
through the market mechanism. Hence, the users’ expenses
decrease and the users’ incomes increase, achieving a mar-
ket benefit of $75.92, while remaining within the networks
operating limits.

D. Scenario II Results

This scenario compares our method with the benchmark
curtailment schemes. The results in Fig. 10 show that in the

Fig. 10. Total energy supplied to the grid by prosumers and their incomes
received in Scenario II.

P2P case there is more energy traded, and the revenues for
the prosumers are greater in comparison with the other meth-
ods. Hence, this local market reduces the energy spilled and
increases the prosumers’ incomes. Particularly, the drawback
of the power curtailment methods is that they do not con-
sider the impact on the revenues of end-users. In contrast,
the P2P scheme offers greater economic benefits to all users.
For example, in the Tripping case, the furthest prosumer (with
respect to the location of the feeder) is regularly the first to
be curtailed, and its energy spilled is 70% of its total energy
surplus. In contrast, the energy spilled is only around 50%
in the P2P case. So, the prosumer sold more energy in the
P2P case, thereby its income increased by $0.7. In this way,
the P2P local market provides distributed coordination, control
and management of the DERs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new methodology to
deploy P2P energy trading local markets considering the
network constraints in the market mechanism. We explicitly
considered the impact of the injection and absorption of power
in the network in a P2P exchange. Users exchange energy with
their neighbors through a continuous double auction, and their
transaction internalized the extra cost associated with the tech-
nical constraints. Simulation results showed that our proposed
method reduces the energy cost of the users and achieves the
local balance between generation and demand of households
without violating the technical constraints. Finally, we com-
pared the implementation of our market with other curtailment
methods. Our technique captures the desirable properties of
curtailment methods with the market platform. Hence, our
system exploits profitable opportunities for reduced spilled
energy to all stakeholders.

Due to the use of a continuous double auction (CDA), the
proposed method doesnt suffer from the scalability issues of
OPF and DLMP models. Specifically, stock exchanges allow
for huge numbers of trades a day (e.g., NASDAQ processes
10M trades each day). This is actually a key benefit of the
CDA approach, because the complexity is kept on the trading
agent side of the ledger, not the clearing entity. In a stan-
dard CDA, the clearing entity has only very low computation
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routines to complete. While this P2P framework has an addi-
tional bid permission overlay, the complexity of these routines
is not great (i.e., no optimization) and the number of bids on
a typical MV feeder is not expected to exceed that of a stock
exchange.

The future work will extending the study of bidding strate-
gies of agents with flexible loads participating in a P2P market,
as well as the incorporation of penalty policy to evaluate
prediction deviations in forecast profiles and to enhance the
trading among nearby users.
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